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Before and After: Single Window Implementation in Germany

16 States, more than 100 different requirements for the port call

Port Community Systems are port-specific services.

Mixture of paper and electronic reporting

Authorities and PCS implemented different interfaces

Harmonised reporting requirements according to RFD

All SEAPORTS – ONE SET of REQUIREMENTS

Reporting services can be offered by all PCSs for all ports.

All RFD-requirements via electronic reporting

ONE Interfaces for all
Reporting Processes according to RFD 2010/65/EU in Germany

PIS = Port Information System comprises of a set of information systems operated in a port by PCS and Governmental Agencies.
Goods for Thought for Single Window Implementation

• NOT ONLY an IT project
  - Legislative
  - Technical / Technology
  - Organisation (Process and People)
• With DPGR Principle on „Privacy by Design & by Default“, reporting processes to be reviewed
• Common Denominator i.e. Introducing Visit-ID / Transit-ID
• Working Structure for Sustainable Management & Operation i.e National Steering Committee for German National Single Window, Technical Working Group, Process Working Group, Legal Working Group, etc.
• Do not neglect the legacy
• Involvement of Stakeholders in the design process of the Single Window Environment
• Communication is a MUST!
THANK YOU!
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